
PHOENIX DOMES 
SETUP INSTRUCTIONS – 3V Dome 
 

1. Sort and count your struts: 
 #1 – 30 pieces 
 #2 – 54 pieces  
#3 – 64 pieces 
#4 – 10 pieces  
Unmarked – cover tensioning tubes – 14 pieces.  
There are also the shorter struts to attach to the door frame – W1 and W2, 2 pieces each 
(The 16’ dome has some different door attachment struts, please see diagram) 
You may have a few extra struts just in case.  
*please make sure all struts are accounted for BEFORE beginning setup. It has happened that someone 
makes a mistake during setup, and then believes they are missing/have the wrong struts even if this is 
not the case.  

2. Lay out the dome feet on the perimeter of your dome with the base hole facing outward 
3. Attach the first layer of struts according to the diagram loosely with the bolt and nut, and put your 

door frame in place.  
4. Start working your way up layer by layer, loosely attaching the nuts, undoing them to add the next 

layer etc.  
5. If you have welded triangle pieces for your vents or solar fan: install them where the vents are going 

according to your diagram – the bar numbers are stamped on the triangles as well, make sure they 
correspond to the bars in the diagram. (please note that most of our domes now will NOT have these 
so please disregard) 

6. Once you have fastened the last bolt, tighten all the nuts. A long socket on an impact driver will speed 
this up considerably.  

                      



 
 
 

                 
 



   
 
The frame is completed! (please ignore the rings – they were an older design) 
 



Installing the Door frame: 
Our domes are designed with an opening and attachment bars to accommodate a standard, 36x80” pre-hung 
exterior door which are available at any building supply. We recommend a metal door as they are affordable 
and very durable in the elements. To install it, you just need to create a simple 2x6 frame with a rough 
opening of 38 1/2"x 82 1/4" and bolt the dome frame attachment bars into it. This means 3 pieces of 2x6":  

2 pieces of 82 1/4" for the sides  

1 piece of 41 1/2" for the top. This piece goes on top of the other 2 pieces.  

The door attachment bars of the dome frame are fastened into the 2x6 door frame with screws and washers 
or GRK fasteners. If the angle of the ends doesn’t quite line up, don’t worry and just bend the attachment bars 
accordingly or cinch them up with the fasteners. As long as they are screwed into the frame, and the frame is 
level, your door is secure.  

Then the outer and inner cover layers are fastened to the door frame with trim.  

If your door has a somewhat different size, you can accommodate for the difference with the wooden frame 
or some blocking - this is an easy and versatile solution that only requires some very basic carpentry skills.  

If your door frame is smaller or doesn’t line up properly, just screw some pieces of 2x4 or 2x6 onto the frame 
until your attachment bars reach the wood and can be attached. This will not be visible after the cover and 
liner are in place.  

      



Installing the insulation: 
 

1. Pull the reflective bubble wrap insulation over and line it up with door and panorama window.  
2. Make cuts where needed with scissors or an exacto knife.  
3. The bubble wrap is not a super precise fit, which won’t matter later on once the cover is on. 
4. If you get any holes or tears in the bubble wrap in the process, don’t worry. You can tape them up 

later. You will have plenty of extra material from cutting out the windows.  
5. Attach the insulation temporarily with some tape or zip ties just so it doesn’t move when the cover is 

pulled over. Only cut out your window and vent openings after the cover is in place and has been 
tightened down fully.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Installing the cover: 
 
These are the bars to tighten down the cover:  
 

 
 

1. Lay out your cover and Choose a good spot to pull from (depending on where you have space to pull, 
especially if using a winch or truck). You won’t want to pull from too close to the door nor from the 
panorama window. Lay out the cover so that that part is on top of the cover but on the opposite side 
of the dome that it will end up on.  

2. Insert one of the tightening bars into the tensioning sleeve on that side to pull on. Loop a long, strong 
rope through the ends of the bar and tie a loop (a bowline is good so you can still undo it after!) 

3. Loop the rope over the top of the dome. It helps if someone standing on a ladder inside the dome can 
guide the rope (won’t work if there’s insulation, so just keep the rope centered over the dome).  

4. Get some muscle! A bunch of people, a winch, or trailer hitch on a truck – go very slow if using a truck.  
5. Pull slowly until the cover is over, having extra helpers make sure it does not get stuck anywhere. It 

helps to have a long stick, pipe or 2x4 with a blunt end to poke from the inside in case it gets stuck.  
6. Once the cover is mostly over, pull it into place by hand. Make sure it is evenly pulled over first, then it 

is easy to rotate with a few people giving sharp pulls on the count of 3 clockwise or counter-clockwise.  
7. Make sure the door is lined up.  
8. To tension down the cover, you may need to make some cuts in the bubble wrap layer and temporarily 

pull the edges up again.  
9. Insert the tensioning bars into all the sleeves, and use the J-hooks to fasten them to the bars. Attach all 

of the nuts loosely at first. A few ratchet straps will help pull the cover towards the door and down 
until the J-hooks can reach. 

10. Go around and tension the cover down evenly, starting from the door working backwards.   
11. Now, you can cut the window and vent openings from the bubble wrap. Use extra pieces and tape to 

get a good seal all around the edges.  
 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



12. Fasten the cover around the door frame with trim. 
 
 

      
 
INNER FABRIC LINING: 
Pin up the fabric lining by pushing the bolt ends through the grommets and attaching it with a plastic nut.  
Wrap the edges of the pleather around the struts surrounding the windows and use the long plastic clips to 
fasten it.  
Attach the edges of the fabric to the door frame with trim.  
 


